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The Internet of things (IoT)  is changing the way we look at managing the workplace. Through 
the connection of networked IoT sensors and devices, it is possible to utilize smart building 
applications to monitor and analyze data that can improve employee productivity, increase 
critical asset uptime, and drive real estate savings. IoT data and analytics provide greater 
visibility and insights which enable smarter decision making across business operations. Here 
are three ways that innovative implementation of IoT solutions can boost your business.

IoT sensors are able to continually monitor critical asset performance to optimise energy consumption 
and ensure that emerging asset performance issues can be resolved before they become a 
serious problem. For example, sensors can monitor temperature, pressure, and vibration and issue 
an alert if pre-determined parameters are exceeded, allowing for further investigation and the 
resolution of any issues inhibiting optimal performance. This not only reduces the need for 
time-consuming manual and visual inspections but also enables a shift of focus toward predictive 
maintenance which helps to maintain 100% uptime across your facilities. By identifying problems 
before they occur, costly and avoidable periods of downtime are eliminated, allowing businesses 
to optimize their productivity.

Critical Asset Monitoring

Maintaining a comfortable and consistent workplace environment is an important factor in 
keeping employees productive. IoT solutions can help to optimize workplace conditions by 
constantly monitoring parameters ranging from temperature and humidity to light and 
noise readings, and PM2.5 and CO2 levels. 

When IoT sensors monitoring temperature and humidity are connected to the building management 
system, automatic changes to air-conditioning or heating systems can be applied to maintain a 
consistently comfortable working temperature. This also works to reduce the amount of energy often 
wasted in offices which are too hot or cold. 

Optimizing the Workplace Environment

IoT sensors can also achieve similar results in connection with excessive noise and light levels which 
are connected with reduced productivity. Through innovative use of IoT devices, it is possible to 
identify instances when light or noise levels exceed preordained parameters and begin to inhibit 
productivity, allowing for appropriate action to be taken. 

Unfortunately, the air quality in many cities around the world is less than healthy, and this can have 
implications for businesses looking to hire and retain the best talent for their workforce. Thankfully, 
with IoT sensors constantly monitoring PM2.5 and CO2 levels  in the workplace and making 
adjustments accordingly, businesses can be assured that their employees are able to perform at 
their best in conditions which are safe and healthy. 

Given the strong correlation between consistently comfortable workplace conditions and employee 
satisfaction and productivity, IoT solutions can play a big part in boosting employee concentration 
levels as well as in the retention of key personnel.
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As a key innovator in the field of IoT solutions for facilities management, Nicolas Malgouyres, Engineering 
Solutions Director at PCS, knows the significant difference that innovative use of IoT sensors and devices 
can make to a business’s operations: “PCS uses innovative technology to optimise facility operations, 
leading to significant savings and risk reduction. PCS analyses a facility’s key operational and maintenance 
needs before delivering bespoke IoT solutions which keep your business running efficiently”. 

Business owners know all too well the costs involved in renting and operating office space. Moreover, 
with the Covid-19 pandemic causing a massive increase in the number of people working from home, 
many workplaces are now operating with dramatically reduced occupancy rates. In this respect, IoT 
solutions can assist by providing invaluable data which can be used to optimize workplace management 
and achieve significant real estate savings.

Beyond this, such data can provide a holistic view of the extent to which a business is truly using their 
office or facilities and inform smart decision making in terms of the utilisation of space and resources. 
If the data from the sensors shows low occupancy rates and areas of the office which are not being 
used, businesses can react by temporarily closing a section of the premises or even reducing the 
amount of space rented. The potential cost benefits for companies are huge, and since IoT sensors can 
be rented and installed and uninstalled easily, they can prove to be a very shrewd investment.

Real Estate Savings 

Get in touch with PCS to see how our innovative IoT solutions can help to revolutionize your business’s 
facilities management.
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